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Abstract

Course management had a strategic role in achieving the program of garment sewing courses. The research aimed to develop a course management model LSE-CTI based on WBI that was an effective garment-sewing program. The research approach was Research and Development (R & D). The subject of the research was the managers and the students of the course and training institution (CTI). The collection of data used was observation technique, interview, questionnaire and documentation. Qualitative descriptive and paired t-test used in analyzing the data. The result of this Research showed that the development of course management model life skill education of the course and training institution (LSE-CTI) based on world of business and industry (WBI) was effective in increasing the competence of managers as well as the students.
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INTRODUCTION

Annually, garment industry requires approximately 15,000 workers and the number is continuously increased until 4 million in the next 15 years.

Indonesia is the biggest country in this industry; therefore, a qualified human resource must be supported. Textile and garment industry provide a big contribution toward Indonesia export value. In 2008, Indonesia’s export achieved US$ 10,8 Milliard and it could absorb workers until more than 1,5 million people. Garment industry in central java needs 24,250 workers during 2013 (Senjaya, 2013).

Based on the above explanation, the high demand of workers in garment field shows that garment industry is important, and a good development has been seen in this sector. So far, course and training institution (CTI) is less of optimal in decreasing the number of unemployment. This is because the conducted courses program is not appropriate with the world of business and industry (WBI), so the CTI graduation has not had capability and quality yet to work in world of business and industry directly. This fact underlined the researcher to develop a course management model which is tended to CTI in order to guaranty its graduation, can be absorbed by the world of business and industry, mainly in sewing field at garment industry.

This research aimed to develop a management model LSE-CTI at course and training institution which is running in garment sewing and it is suitable with WBI’s need. This finding model is based on the qualitative and the quantitative data in order to solve the management problems LSE-CTI based on WBI garment sewing program that held by CTI so far.

THEORETICAL BASIS

1. Course management

Management is derived from word “manage” which means organize, administer, and run. Management can be translated as: (1) A process; (2) Collectivities of people who do management activity; (3) an art and as a science. According to Terry (Lova, 2012): “management is a decided purpose accomplishment which has been decided before by using other people activity which consists of planning, organizing, actuating, and controlling. The purpose of management was: (1) to achieve regularity, smoothness, and continuity of business to achieve the goal decided before; (2) to achieve efficiency, that is a better comparison between input and output.

2. Link and Match

The concept link and match between education institution and world of work is considered ideal. Therefore, there is a linkage between labor supplier and its user. By having the interrelationship, it makes the university can arrange a suitable curricula with work need. The real example link and match is a apprentice program. The apprentice improvement is intended to get a benefit for industry. So far, there is an image that education institution of vocational high school and university are getting the benefit, while the industry is not. (Sindhunata dalam Sidi, 2002).

3. Life Skills

“Life Skills” is an interaction of various knowledges and skills which are important to be owned by people, so they can be alive independely. Broling (Depdiknas, 2007: 65) categorizes Life Skills into three skills group, namely: daily living skill, personal/social skill, and occupational skill.

METHOD

This research used Research and Development by Sugiyono (2010:409). The Research development method is divided into ten steps: (1) collecting potential information and problems; (2) data collection; (3) Arranging product design / development model; (4) designing validity; (5) designing revise; (6) trialing product; (7) revising product (8) trialing application; (9) revising product; and (10) mass
production. However, the steps of this R&D research can be seen as follows:

1. Conceptual validation data by courses expert and practitioner toward the development model covers: (1) the accuracy of model content; (2) the relation between elements in model; (3) the use of language, (4) the layout.

2. Empirical validation of data (field test) like the assessment of the courses managers toward the course management manual guidance book link and match LSE-CTI based on WBI sewing garment program in FGD (focus group discussion) which covers: (1) the clarity of guidance content understanding, (2) the easiness of guidance content application, (3) the benefit of guidance book, (4) the fascination of book writing, (5) the guidance of layout.

3. The effectiveness data of hypothetical model application toward the competence of the courses manager in implementing the course management model LSE-CTI based on WBI garment sewing program (before and after model application) which covers: (1) the competence of arranging the planning of courses and training program, (2) the competence of organizing the courses and training, (3) the competence of carrying out the courses and training, and (4) the competence of supervising and evaluating the courses and training program.

4. The effectiveness output data of hypothetical model toward the competence of students before and after the application of the course management model LSE-CTI based on WBI garment sewing program which covers: (1) the competence of imitation, (2) the competence of manipulation, (3) the competence of accuracy, (4) the competence of articulation and (5) the competence of naturalization.

The instruments of collecting this data were: (1) questionnaire; (2) interview; (3) Focus Group Discussion (FGD), and (4) documentation.

The analysis of the data used qualitative descriptive and statistical analysis. These were intended to gain an illustration about the role of caretaker in course management such as the process of planning, organization, implementation, and supervision / evaluation of teaching and learning course at CTI. Besides that, qualitative descriptive analysis is also used to gaining an illustration about the weaknesses of validated and trialed model in the field, so the result can be used as the basic of revising the model.

Descriptive analysis used to know the level of courses managers competence like the level of understanding, the competence in planning, the competence in organizing, the competence in implementing, and the competence in supervising / managing.
Statistical analysis used $t$-test to knowing the difference of mean between pre-test (before treatment) with post-test (after treatment).

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The result of validation about product planning by experts before validation was 88.54% and after validation was increased became 93.67%.

The assessment of courses managers toward the course management guidance book of program life skill education based on WBI garment sewing field was 83.55% mean.

The result of paired sample test showed there was an average difference in 16.129, and value of $t$ calculation was (7.857) > from $t$ table (1.697) at significant level 0.05 for two tail test. It means that there was a significant or useful difference between the reaching of organizing function model, before and after the application of hypotetical model.

The competence of courses manager in course management of life skill education program at CTI garment sewing at the application of pre and post model was 76.77% mean increased became 92.87%.

The result of $t$-test statistical showed that there was a significant difference between course management competences before with after implementing of hypothetical course management model. The value of $t$ calculation at all of the course management systems > $t$ table was (2.306) by significant level was 0.000 < 0.05. The existence of a meaningful difference between an average before and after the implementation of hypotetical model was found in 16.261%. The result of paired sample test showed that there was an equal difference in 16.26 point and value of $t$ calculation was (9.110) > from $t$ table (1.697) in a significance level 0.05 for two tail test. It means that there was a meaningful significant between the planning function before and after the implementation of hypothetical model.

2. The organizing function

The implementation of hypothetical model of the course management for organizing function found the reaching score was as big as 94.43% toward the model. This organizing is better than before implementing hypothetical model with score 78, 30%, so it was found an increasing model reaching score was in 16.13%.

The result of paired sample test showed there was an average difference in 16.129, and value of $t$ calculation was (7.857) > from $t$ table (1.697) at significant level 0.05 for two tail test. It means that there was a significant or useful difference between the reaching of organizing function model, before and after the application of hypothetical model.

3. The implementation of function

The result of course management hypothetical model test of LSE-CTI based on WBI garment sewing program showed the score of courses implementation function toward the model was 90.73%. If compared between before implementing the hypothetical model with the model reaching score was at 75.94%, so it found an increasing model reaching score was as big as 14.79%. The result of paired sample test showed the average difference of implementing function before and after implementing the hypothetical model was as big as 14.78 point, $t$ calculation was (7.941) > from $t$ table (1.697) at the significance level 0.05 for two tail test. It means there was a significant or a meaningful difference of reaching the implementation function toward the model between before and after implementing the life skill education management model based on world of bussiness and industry garment sewing program.

4. The supervision function

The supervision function in hypothetical model test of the course management had achieved the reaching score toward the model was in 92.88%, including the best category, while before testing the hypothetical model the score was 76.61%, so an increasing model score was found in 16.27%.

The result of paired sampel test showed that there was an equal difference in 16.26 point and value of $t$ calculation was (9,110) > from $t$ table (1.697) in a significance level 0.05 for two tail test. It means that there was a meaningful significant
shows there was an equal difference as big as 17.20 point and the value of t calculation was (8.823) from t table (1.697) at a significant level 0.05 for two tail test. It means found a significant or useful difference between reaching model of supervision function before and after implementing the hypothetical model.

The result of the conceptual validity test from some experts of education management and practitioners on the second round, shows the model validation tended to be very high by average was 3.75 or 93.67%. Based on this validation, it can be said that the experts had been agree with the hypothetical model for testing empirically in the field, because it was possible to be implemented, had fulfill management substantive management, found a linkage between element or component in the model, so it was comprehensive or complete, the language used was communicative (understandable) and the physical layout of the model was good.

The result of validity from practitioner side of courses managers in CTI program after socializing the hypothetical model showed the model validity tended to be very high with average was 3.64 or 91.03%. Based on this very higher validity, it can be interpreted that the hypothetical model had been agreed by the practitioners for tested empirically in the field, because it was possible to be implemented, had fulfill management substantive principles, found a linkage between elements or components in the model, so that it was comprehensive and complete, the language used had been communicative (understandable) and the physical layout of the model was good.

The result of practitioner’s validity through FGD toward the previous product showed all the assessment aspect reached 3.61 score or 90.37%, which means the practitioner of CTI manager assess the hypothetical model with the guidance book of course management at this CTI, the content was clear and understandable, the content of the guidance book was easy to be implemented, the content was very useful for guiding for running of courses technically at CTI and the guidance book layout had been very well.

The conclusion above refers to clarity data of the book content was 90.92%; the easiness implementation of model book content was 91.11%, fascination of book writing for managers was 89.58% and the fascinating respond of the model layout was 89.06%. In short, the managers of courses program at CTI agreed with the implementation of course management hypothetical model of LSE-CTI based on the WBI at garment sewing CTI.

T value (calculation) management score was 13,012 > t value was (table = 1,697) at significant 0,000 < 0,05. Thereby, hypothetical model with the guidance book of course management, as its product was very needed by courses manager as a supporting device to achieve the courses goal of garment sewing program in ex-residence of Semarang.

From the result of t – test statistic test shows there was a significant difference between the competences of course management before and after implementing the hypothetical course management model. The level of calculation t value at all of course management function > t table was (1,6991) with significant level was 0,000 <0,05. The existence of a meaningful difference between average before and after implementing this hypothetical course management model could be interpreted that the implementation was able to increase the student’s capability of CTI in the field of garment sewing effectively suitable with the development of the model.

The t value (calculation) of students competence score was 5,898 > value t was (table = 1,697) at 0,000 < 0,05 significance. Thereby, hypothetical model was able to increase the capability of student’s life skill in order to be competent in working in garment sewing field.

One of the effectiveness indicators of hypothetical model was the increasing of student’s capability in achieving the courses and training competence standard, especially from the psychomotor capability side of garment sewing. This fact was suitable with the explanation of Dave (1967) which formulated 5
basic characteristics of courses and training psychomotor capability which is effective, namely: imitation, manipulation, precision, articulation, and naturalization.

CONCLUSIONS

The result of the empirical validity of hypothetical model with course management guidance book as device in Course and Training institution garment sewing program was effective to increase the capability of the courses manager in managing the courses program at CTI. This was proven by having the average difference of courses manager which was significant between before and after implementing the hypothetical model with its devices of the course management guidance book significantly, either for capability of composing the planning, organization structure, doing teaching-learning, or supervising the courses program.

The result of t test of management score as a whole was significant. Thereby, the hypothetical model with course management guidance book as its product was very needed by the courses managers as the supporting device for achieving the goal of garment sewing program courses in ex-residence of Semarang.

The effectiveness of hypothetical model was seen from its increasing aspect of the capability of students life skill in order to be capable in working in the garment sewing field. This course management hypothetical model was effective for increasing the student’s psychomotor capability, which covers: imitation, manipulation, precision, articulation, and naturalization. The capability of student before implementing the course management model was good enough. While the capability of students after implementing the course management model was very good. Thereby, the effectiveness of course management model implementation toward the student’s capability of CTI program seems an existence of increasing capability.

The result of t test of students competence score as whole was significant. Thereby, hypothetical model would improve the student’s life skill, in order to be able to work in garment sewing field.

Advice for courses managers

a. The course management model LSE-CTI based on WBI garment-sewing program had been tested significantly, effective to improve the capability of courses managers in arranging the planning, organizing, implementing, and supervising of the courses program, so the courses managers are expected to implement the development of this course management model at garment sewing program in CTI.

b. The implementation of course management model LSE-CTI based on WBI garment sewing program needs a professional and competent worker towards the course management tasks.

c. The implementation of the course management model LSE-CTI based on WBI garment sewing program at others CTI need to consider the available human resources at the CTI, in order to be able to provide the wanted result.

Advice for CTI instructors

a. CTI instructors and courses managers need to build networks of stakeholders, identify the courses need from organization of CTI’s organizer, supplier of courses equipments which suitable with either for theoritis or practice, help digging and coordinating the source of course fund.

b. CTI instructors whose role as a courses trainer should improve the capability by fitting the various technology advance in order not to be left behind with other CTI.

c. The advice for researchers in the field of education management is the non-formal education management advised to develop the course management model, which implemented different life skill program.
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